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2020 First Quarter Market Overview & Key Themes 
Heading into the New Year we were cautiously optimistic about the health of the global economy.  

Financial data was generally supportive of modest growth, trade discussions between the U.S. and China 

had improved, the prospect of a United States/Iran conflict had abated, consumer confidence was high 

and wages were rising, unemployment was historically low, and there were no imminent threats to 

markets.  The consensus return expectation for a balanced portfolio was in the upper single digits.  

 

We are now living through something none of us has experienced before.  The impact of the pandemic 

on individuals, families, businesses and the global economy has been and will continue to be profound.  

The extent of the government policy response and central bank intervention is unprecedented, but in our 

opinion fully justified.  The record setting weekly unemployment claims, which are shown below in Table 

1, are only one example of the colossal impact the pandemic has already had on our economy.   As we 

begin to better understand the economic impact from non-essential business closures, quarantines and 

lockdowns, the initial outlook for near double digit returns in 2020 looks unlikely.   

 

Beginning the eleventh year of a bull market with valuations nearing 15-year highs, we were cognizant 

that markets were likely to correct and reprice.  This is a normal occurrence in an efficient market.  While 

corrections are expected and built into capital market assumptions, external shocks are not, and the 

unpredictability of a global health crisis and fear of recession has resulted in severe de-risking.  Most 

global investment indexes declined sharply in the first quarter amid a flight-to-quality, and while results 

are nowhere near what we expected, the dislocation in fixed income markets and improved valuations in 

equity markets have provided some opportunity to position for long-term growth.  

 

Looking ahead, we anticipate heightened volatility and periods of short-term unrealized loss. These are 

challenging times, and we would encourage investors not to panic and sell during a down market.  The 

time to adjust an asset allocation is not in the heat of a correction.  When faced with steep market 

declines, it is normally better to do nothing than lock in losses and miss a recovery.  Remember to 

remain disciplined, trust your longer-term plan, stay the course, and in times of stress, do no harm. 

 

 

 

“At times, the temptation to react or do something can be very strong. Sometimes, 
the headlines are dire -- economic challenges or global strife -- and our very human 
fight-or-flight instinct seems overwhelming.  When the headlines and talking heads 
scream “Do something!” our first reaction should be more measured: Do no harm.” 

– Donald Bennyhoff, Vanguard Investment Strategy Group 
 
 
 
 

Sources: eVestment Analytics, Vanguard, Wells Fargo 

The first quarter oil price decline 

(67% or $40.97 per barrel) was 

the third steepest in the past 30 

years.  It was a result of a 

culmination of factors, including 

A) Saudi Arabia; B) Russia; C) 

the United States; and D) the 

Coronavirus Outbreak.  

The oil price war began when 

Saudi Arabia attempted to 

punish Russia, its partner in price 

control, by threatening to 

increase its production by 2.3 

million bpd (barrels per day). It is 

believed that Russia’s refusal to 

cut production, and desire to 

increase it, was an effort to 

regain a footing against U.S. 

shale, which had turned the U.S. 

into the world’s largest producer 

of crude oil; as OPEC+ 

continued to cut production, U.S. 

shale has persistently increased.  

The global demand for oil has 

plummeted due to COVID-19, 

which has resulted in a global 

suspension of non-essential 

travel. With fewer drivers on the 

road and limited air travel, oil 

prices are likely to remain low.  

However, OPEC and its oil 

producing allies have finalized an 

agreement to cut production by 

9.7 million barrels per day, the 

largest cut in history, which 

should eventually lead to higher 

prices. 

    

Table 1: Unemployment 

Claims  

https://vanguardblog.com/author/donald-bennyhoff/


 

 

 

 

 

  

A Record Setting Quarter: Milestones 
The following is a subset of the astonishing historical 

records that were set during the period. 

 
1) Investors sold equities as fears mounted that the 

economic fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic 

would outpace the actions taken by governments 

and central banks.  As a result, equity markets 

dropped precipitously over a very short period of 

time.  It took the S&P 500 Index only 22 trading 

days to decline 30% from its record high set on 

February 19th.  This is the fastest decline in 

history, eclipsing the next three steepest declines 

that all took place during the Great Depression. 

(Table 1) By comparison, the typical bear market 

peak to trough decline (-20%) has taken between 

12 to 18 months.   

 

Not surprisingly, the VIX Index, which has 

measured short-term expectations of stock 

market volatility for the past 30 years, ended at its 

all-time high on March 16th.  The market’s actual 

realized volatility has only been higher twice, on 

Black Monday (1987) and in the late 1920s.  

 

2) As a result of the oil war between Saudi Arabia, 

Russia and the United States, crude oil prices 

experienced their largest single-day decline since 

the Gulf War.  On March 9th, the same date U.S. 

Treasury yields set their all-time lows, oil prices 

plunged 25%.   

 

3) U.S. Treasuries were extremely volatile during the 

quarter, as yields fell across the curve and prices 

rose.  The 10-year and 30-year U.S. Treasury 

bond yields fell to their all-time historical lows of 

0.54% and 0.99%, respectively. (Table 2A & 2B) 

 
4) U.S. Federal Reserve assets have spiked as the 

central bank has worked hard to limit the extent of 

the economic damage.  The Fed’s balance sheet 

exceeded $5 trillion for the first time, and 

consensus suggests it could reach $10 trillion 

before the crisis is over. (Table 3) 

 

What proactive measures has the Fed implemented? 
Source: Wells Fargo Asset Management Capital Markets Heat Map 

 

- “Slashed policy rate to 0% (from 1.75%). 

- $700B of asset purchasing, including U.S. 

Treasuries, MBS, CMBS and Agency MBS.   

- $300B new financing to support flow of credit. 

- Established primary and secondary market 

corporate credit facilities to support corporate bond 

market. 

- Established term asset-backed loan facility to 

provide credit to consumers and businesses. 

- Expanded the money market and commercial paper 

liquidity facilities to facilitate the flow of credit to 

municipalities.” 

  
Sources: BofA, Wells Fargo.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Page 2                                                        

Table 3: Fed Balance Sheet (in Trillions)  

Table 1: Fastest 30% Drop (S&P 500 Index)  

Table 2 (A): U.S. Treasury Yield Curve  

Table 2 (B): U.S. Treasury Yields  



  

First Quarter Fixed Income Dashboard 

We have been in frequent communication with our fixed income managers, and what they are telling us (and what our own research shows) is 

that the first quarter was a traumatic period for bond markets.  Some managers have compared the Q1 2020 to the 2008 financial crisis, when 

poor liquidity and forced selling drove prices steeply downward, while others have made comparisons to the 9/11 terror attacks, which resulted 

in a sudden but temporary shutdown of the economy.  Government bond yields compressed meaningfully during the quarter, and U.S. Treasury 

prices soared, while higher risk asset spreads widened dramatically, resulting in heavy losses.  Active fixed income managers were tested, 

especially in March, as investors fled from lower quality segments, such as high yield bonds and floating rate loans.  The flight to quality 

exacerbated the negative price effects of wider credit spreads, and all fixed income sectors underperformed Treasuries during the quarter.  

Overall, most flexible bond portfolios with exposures to tactical, non-core bonds underperformed the Aggregate Core Bond Index. 

Around mid-quarter, as panic began to set in about the possibility of a recession, investors began to favor the perceived safety of government 

bonds and money market funds.   Risk averse investors poured capital into money markets, with a distinct preference for government funds.  

The exodus was so great that the redemptions from prime funds actually contributed to the liquidity issues at the front end of the market, as 

commercial paper came under stress.  As equity markets began to experience extreme declines in late February and early March, with countries 

around the world implementing lockdown protocols in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, publicly traded companies were unable to issue 

bonds for a number of days.  As economic activity ground to a halt, governments and central banks announced unprecedented support programs 

to sustain businesses and consumers.  These actions helped to stabilize markets later in the month, however, and U.S. investment grade bonds 

ultimately saw a record month of new issuance in March, following the Federal Reserve’s announcement that it would buy massive amounts of 

corporate bonds.  

 

Sources: eVestment Analystics, Wells Fargo                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Page 3                                                        

High yield bonds and floating rate loans 

performed poorly during the first quarter, with 

maximum drawdowns for both categories 

reminiscent of the declines observed during 

the fourth quarter of 2008.   

 

Investment-grade corporate bonds were also 

down during the quarter, which seemed 

unusual during a flight-to-quality, until we 

compared the maximum drawdown to 2008.   

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future 

returns, but at current prices and yields, we 

expect strong returns over the next one to 

three years, especially from tactical non-core 

fixed income sectors including high yield 

bonds and floating rate loans. (Table 2) 
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Table 2: Drawdowns & Recoveries  

Table 1: Fixed Income First Quarter Returns  

U.S. Treasuries were the best performing fixed 

income sector in the first quarter, followed by 

agency backed mortgages.  More speculative 

sectors underperformed, as a result of 

heightened risk aversion from the pandemic.  

The sell-off was sharper in more vulnerable 

sectors related to travel and retail, as well as in 

energy as the oil price plummeted.  While not 

shown in Table 1, convertible bonds, as 

measured by the ICE BofA All Convertibles 

Index, effectively protected investors from 

losses compared to equities, after finishing the 

quarter down 13.6%.  However, the relative 

return compared to other fixed income 

segments was unfavorable.  US market 

convertibles have not seen a meaningful drop 

in valuations. 
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First Quarter Equity Market Heatmap 
Global equity markets plummeted in late February and early March, before recovering a portion of the unrealized losses by quarter-end.  The 

speed and extent of the losses were stunning, unforecastable, and nothing like anyone had ever experienced before.  After weathering a 

17.5% decline during the fourth quarter of 2018, and then enjoying a nearly 40% gain through mid-February, the last thing anyone expected 

was for the S&P 500 Index to freefall 34% in a matter of days.  While the Index did recoup some of its losses, approximately 50% as of this 

writing, the unexpected shock exposed managers that had become greedy, and rewarded managers that were prepared to play defense.   

The first quarter can be separated into three distinct periods.  The first, between the start of the year and the peak on February 19th, saw the 

S&P 500 Index up 5%.  The second, between the peak and trough on March 23rd, saw the Index decline 34%.  The third, a recovery from the 

low, was a period of enthusiasm supported by government and central bank intervention, that saw the Index gain back 16%.   There were 34 

trading days between the second and third periods, during which time there were eight days with market declines of more than 3% (including a 

9.5% decline on March 9th), and eight days with gains of more than 8% (including two +9% days).  Since the creation of the circuit breaker 

system in 1988, circuit breakers have been triggered five times in the U.S. stock market -- four of these trading halts occurred consecutively in 

March.  In all, the S&P 500 Index experienced its worst quarterly decline since the 2008 financial crisis, the Dow Jones had its worst first 

quarter in history, and March was the most volatile month in the history of the New York Stock Exchange.  

 
All equity styles were negative 

during the quarter, with growth 

outperforming value, and smaller 

capitalization companies 

suffering the most as businesses 

were shuttered.  In general, 

demand defensive sectors, such 

as Consumer Staples and 

Healthcare, provided good 

downside protection.   

However, it was the Information 

Technology sector that provided 

the best relative return in the first 

quarter.  While the Tech sector 

declined in line with the Index 

during the sell-off, it’s growth 

before and after resulted in it 

only being down 11.9% in Q1.  

Tech stocks now represent more 

than 25% of the S&P 500 Index.    



 

 

 

Quarterly Focus:   
Recessions 

 
Equity markets have recorded some of 
their largest declines since the Great 
Recession.  While U.S. equity markets 
have recovered about half of their peak-
to-trough losses (S&P 500 Index), the 
sudden loss of capital has some 
investors questioning if a recession is 
imminent.  Preliminary guidance 
suggests a recession is probable, but 
we are not quite there yet.  In this 
Quarterly Focus, we take a moment to 
explain the key differences between the 
primary down-market classifications. 

Corrections: 
A correction occurs when an individual 
asset, index or an entire market suffers 
a meaningful decline.  While there is no 
formal definition for a correction, one is 
generally agreed to have occurred 
following a >10% decline from a peak.  
In an efficient market, prices rise on 
enthusiasm and occasionally “correct” 
downward to reflect true valuations.  
When markets decline >20%, it is 
considered a bear market.  This is a 
more severe form of a correction, and 
what occurred between February 19th 
and March 23rd, when the S&P 500 
Index declined 34%. 
 
Recessions: 
Recessions are far less common than 
corrections, and differ primarily in their 
duration, but also in the fact that they 
are not measured by the performance 
of an asset, index or market.  The 
classic definition of a recession is when 
an economy’s inflation-adjusted GDP 
declines for two consecutive quarters.   
Economists tend to define a recession 
as an economic contraction, based on 
factors such as GDP, real income, 
employments, etc., that lasts at least a 
few months.  Following the Recession 
of 1945 (WWII), there have been 11 
recessions to date.  The average 
recession has lasted 11 months, the 
time between recessions has averaged 
4.8 years, and the average GDP decline 
during the recessions has been 2.3%.  
If a recession occurs as a result of 
COVID-19 and the oil war, it will be the 
longest period between occurrences 
(>10 years) since the great Depression.  

Depressions: 
There is no formal definition for a 
depression, likely because they occur 
so infrequently, but generally speaking 
a depression is just a longer and more 
severe version of a recession.  
Corrections occur frequently, 
recessions take place fairly often, but 
there has only been one depression in 
the past century.  The Great Depression 
of the 1930s lasted nearly four years, 
during which time GDP declined 27%.  
The most severe GDP decline since 
then has been -5.1% during the Great 
Recession of 2008/09. 
 

 

 

Global Market Outlook & Areas of Opportunity 
Recession: Sharp but Short? 
It seems likely that our economy will contract and the 
duration parameters will be met to confirm a recession in 
2020 (see Quarterly Focus: Recessions).  Early indicators, 
such as jobless claims, signal disruption in the business 
sector, especially within small and mid-sized businesses 
that are losing revenue daily amid the government 
mandated non-essential business closures.  Additionally, 
the historic fiscal aid response tells us that the U.S. 
government and Federal Reserve are preparing for much 
lower growth in the months ahead.  While a recession 
appears imminent, and economic growth will likely fall 
sharply, we expect the market will recover quickly as 
quarantines are lifted and normal business activity 
resumes.  When we look back at the state of the economy 
before the coronavirus-propelled free fall battered markets 
during the first three months of the year, we see well 
capitalized companies with strong balance sheets and 
manageable debt.  When we consider these companies are 
likely to resume business sooner rather than later, and the 
massive amount of stimulus that is being pumped into the 
financial system to boost the economy (Table 1), and then 
we look at the dislocation in fixed income markets and 
improved valuations in equity markets, we see evidence to 
support above trend returns over the next few years. 

 

 

 

Sources:Wells Fargo, Litman Gregory Analytics                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Page 5                                                        

Areas of Opportunity 
Within equities, we see the best opportunity here in the U.S.  When we review prior bear market periods, 
and realize they are relative short compared to the recovery periods, it provides optimism that this time 
around things will be similar -- or even better.  Stylistically, we prefer a balance of value, growth and 
demand defensive, but we see the best pricing in large cap value stocks.  In terms of tactical allocations, 
no other sector provides as much potential upside as energy, as the sector has been battered by both 
the oil war and the COVID-19 pandemic.  We believe energy infrastructure companies are highly 
misunderstood, and incredibly cheap as a result.  We caution investors in this space to seek out only the 
most well capitalized companies, especially those with ample debt coverage capital.   Note we are 
hesitant to overweight foreign equities at this time, despite their relative valuations and higher yields.  We 
are not convinced of the stability of non-U.S. economies yet.  Within fixed income, we believe high yield 
bonds, loans and securitized debt offer the best intermediate-term growth opportunities.  While we see 
ample upside within these segments, it is more important now than ever to work with a manager that has 
a strong history of identifying below investment grade credits that have the characteristics of investment 
grade issues.  As always, we remind everyone to stay the course, and when in doubt, do no harm.  

 

 

 

Table 1: Stimulus Package 

Table 2: Bear Markets & Recoveries 


